
 

 
RELEASE INFORMATION 

(please initial each section) 

Grooming Experience: We want your pets’ grooming experience to be a           
stress-free and pleasant adventure. However, it is important to realize that all            
dogs react differently to grooming. If your pet does not respond well an extra              
handling fee may be added to your regular grooming charge. Additionally, if the             
experience is too stressful for your dog we may stop the groom. 

Matted Dog Policy: Dogs with matted coats will require extra attention. If            
the matting is minimal and the dog responds well we may de-mat for an extra               
fee. However, if the matting is severe, the least painful and stressful way to              
remove the mats is by shaving the dog. There is a greater risk of nicking or                
scratching a matted dog during the grooming process. In addition, the skin may             
appear red, itchy and irritated due to the lack of oxygen reaching in and under               
the mats. TrailBlazer Pet Supply can not be held responsible for any after             
effects mats may cause to the skin and coat. This includes, but is not limited to,                
swelling, redness, itchiness and self- inflicted abrasions due to rubbing, licking,           
or scratching. Mats that require shaving will require an extra fee, for the time,              
effort and damage it causes to groomer’s equipment. 

Flea Policy: Fleas can cause extreme discomfort for your pet as well as             
carry illnesses or tapeworms. In order to protect all of the animals in the              
grooming salon, if a dog is found to have fleas they will immediately be given a                
Sentry CAPGUARD flea pill (an additional $8) and a flea bath (an additional             
$5-25 depending on size).  

____ Vaccinations: For the safety of your pets and others entrusted to our             
care, TrailBlazer Pet Supply requires that all dogs have current rabies           
vaccinations as well as their first three puppy shots. 

____ Sanitation Fee & Illnesses: We encourage all clients to make sure that 
their pet has the opportunity to relieve themselves prior to their grooming 
appointment. If your pet relieves themselves during their groom, there will be an 
additional $5.00 sanitation fee added to the grooming service. If your pet 
relieves themself and a re-bath is required for sanitary reasons, there will be an 
additional service fee added to the appointment. This fee varies depending on 
the size of your dog. If your pet has multiple accidents, if there is vomiting 
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and/or blood associated with the accident, or if your pet seems ill, the service 
will be stopped for the safety of your pet and the other animals in our care.  
 
___Accidents: Every effort will be taken to make sure your pet gets groomed             
as safely and carefully as possible. Unfortunately, accidents can happen. Dogs           
are licking, scratching, jumping, and overall wiggly creatures. Grooming tools,          
by necessity, are sharp instruments. If there is a severe mishap we will contact              
you immediately and take the necessary measures to get your pet the medical             
attention he/she requires.  

____ Late Charges: Unfortunately, we cannot provide boarding services at          
TrailBlazer Pet Supply due to our limited space. If a client is late when              
picking up their pet there is a $5.00 fee for the first hour. For each additional                
hour that a client is late in picking up their pet, there will be an additional $10.00                 
fee. There is also a charge of $1.00 per minute for every minute that a client is                  
late to pick up their pet when the store is closed.  

No-shows/Cancellations: Please give us at least 24-hours notice if you          
cannot make it to your appointment. The first time no call/no show will incur a               
fee of $20.00 which will be added to your next grooming appointment. After the              
second no call/no show you will be required to prepay for all of your future               
appointments.  

Early Drop-Offs: Please do not drop dogs off earlier than 20 minutes            
prior to your appointment time unless pre-arranged with a groomer.  

Customer Satisfaction: If you are unhappy with anything related to your           
dog’s grooming experience you must notify us within TWO days (48 hours). We             
will do what we can to remedy the situation. If it turns out that there was some                 
miscommunication we will take note so that we can make you even happier next              
time!

By completing and signing this release form, I hereby release          
TrailBlazer Pet Supply and all associated parties from any and all           
liabilities for injuries to myself, my dog, or any other property of mine             
which may arise from any services or products provided by          
TrailBlazer Pet Supply. 

Client/Individual Name (printed): ____________________  

Signature: _______________________________________ 

Date: ___________________________________________ 
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